VIRGINIA MAIN STREET UPGRADE
CONCEPT
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1.0

Background

The Virginia Main Street Upgrade aims to improve the appearance, function and safety of the Virginia
Main Street, located on Old Port Wakefield Road between the Virginia Oval entrance and the
Sheedy/Penfield Roads intersection.
The first phase of consultation was undertaken with the Virginia community in August-September 2019
to understand the issues with the street and how the community would like to see the street improved.
A report was prepared that summarised the feedback received.
Following this, a draft concept was prepared that responded to the community feedback. A second
phase of consultation was then undertaken so the community could have their say on the draft concept.
This report captures the feedback received during the second phase of consultation.

2.0

Approach

The second phase of consultation was undertaken to garner community feedback on the draft concept
and occurred between Wednesday 29 January and Friday 21 February 2020. Notices were placed in the
Bunyip and Two Wells Echo and posts were made on Council’s social media. Key stakeholders were
notified by email and flyers were left at Hortex, the Post Office and with a Virginia Institute Committee
representative.
An information flyer, feedback form and reply paid envelope was posted out to City of Playford property
owners in Virginia and surrounding suburbs of Buckland Park, Waterloo Corner and Penfield Gardens
(refer Attachment A).
Eighty-three (83) feedback forms were completed in either hardcopy or electronically via the Council’s
Engagement Hub website.
Two responses were received at the virginiamainstreet@playford.sa.gov.au email address and at a faceto-face meeting with a property owner. Feedback was also received from the Virginia Residents Action
Group at its 12 February 2020 meeting and the Virginia Institute Committee at its 11 March meeting.
These comments have been incorporated into the qualitative feedback presented in this report.
A separate report (Attachment B) encapsulates the comments gathered at two public exhibitions of the
draft concept, held in the Virginia Shopping Centre on Thursday 13 February (4-6pm) and Saturday 15
February (12-2pm).
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3.0

Concept Support

The Feedback Form asked respondents ‘Do you support the proposed concept?’
81 people responded to this question.

A majority of respondents (55 people or 68%) indicated support for the concept with 18 (22%) people
indicating they loved the concept and a further 37 people (46%) indicating that they mostly supported
the concept.
Five people (6%) were unsure/neutral, 16 people (20%) indicated they had some concerns and 5 people
(6%) did not support the concept at all.
The feedback form posed the following three questions which provided qualitative response data.
 What do you like about the concept?
 Is there anything that you don’t like (and if so, why)?
 Do you have any other comments?
The responses to these questions have been sorted into the following categories:
 General comments of support
 Specific features liked
 General comments (unsupportive)
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Key areas of concern
Upgrades desired elsewhere
Other Matters

The flyer that was sent out included an overview of the concept. Some responses make reference to
features of the concept by the corresponding number:
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General comments of support
The face-lift Virginia desperately needs e.g.
better footpaths for our elderly and kids
Good idea as it needs work done and
definitely a change to the area and
upgrading is needed as well.
I love the fact that you want to upgrade
and make it look pretty.
Improvements - a positive step. With the
huge development of housing in Virginia
these improvements are welcome.
It's overdue and needs to be done. It will
look vibrant and enticing and won't look so
run down. Visitors will want to visit or
maybe live in Virginia.
About time Virginia was upgraded.
All good. Get on with it!
It's fresh and keeps a country feel about it.
I like how it will look more modern and
inviting. The storm water issue is a major
[issue] that needs addressing!
Modern upgrade.
Everything is great and I have no
complaints.
All are good for the community.
Most of it looks good.
Looks nice.
Looks very modern and practical. Definitely
need better pedestrian paths etc.
After filling in your last questionnaire I am
pleased to see most of the things I
mentioned are on your new upgrade plans
(well done).


















I think it will be a welcome upgrade to the
area.
Street is horrible the way it currently is. No
parking for post office.
It will make the street look smart. The 21
proposed
amendments
are
an
improvement to modernise Virginia.
Any upgrade is better than what is there.
It’s all good.
Good.
It's about improving the looks of a very
visible part of Virginia which is clearly
needed.
Yes I love it all!
Upgrade of main street = increased
residential value.
It's a start and practical while incorporating
visual features.
Commend the progression of Virginia and
can't wait to see it all come to fruition.
Good luck - hoping all goes well as planned.
Thanks for asking our opinions.
Can't wait to see the progress and the
finished product. I'm sure it's going to look
FAB.

What do you like about the concept?
 How it looks in the pictures.
 Everything.
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Specific features liked
Wider footpaths, additional pedestrian
crossing, reduced speed limit, Park Road
intersection.
New improved play area (18) Bigger
footpaths (13).
Number 2 - landscaping and trees look
good.
Landscaping, stormwater, infrastructure,
entry statement 10, 11 ,13, 14, 20, 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
3,5,11,14 – essential.
Green spaces.
Upgrades to footpaths and stormwater.
Park Terrace intersection alignment. Speed
limit to 40kph.
Lining up the roads (Sheedy & Penfield) 2.
Wider footpath 3. Re-do the road outside
of the post office.
Improving stormwater infrastructure much
needed.
Consideration for proposed growth and
commitment/ inclusion of pedestrians/
cyclists within our area.
The fact that it incorporates a public toilet.
The concept will give the impression of the
oval being incorporated into the main
street. The reduction in the Virginia
Institutes fenced area.
I like the idea of more trees surrounding
the road and also the pedestrian crossing
which will provide safety for those who
cross it.
All of it.
Usable footpaths - at the moment they are
terrible (I have recently had a very nasty fall
over 2 weeks ago and still suffering).
Planting of more suitable trees and better
parking will benefit everyone.
We like the landscape plans and the area
will have stormwater drainage.
Widened footpaths; Large vehicle parking
near post office; New trees; Pedestrian
crossing.

























Very safe foot traffic.
Number 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16,
17, 18, 19, 20 Don't care 6, 15.
I like the concept as it incorporates nature,
had area for kids and families to enjoy,
considers the public, pedestrian safety due
to upgrades in junctions, appearance of
Virginia will look more modern and inviting.
The town will look more complete as it will
also match the style of the new pub.
We will have a new road.
Firstly - a public toilet block – great.
Hopefully there will be greatly improved
drainage in the main street.
Footpaths.
I like the widened footpath proposal and
the play space and toilet facilities.
1. Speed reduction 2. Play areas and lawn
space 3. Footpaths 4. Short stay parking
for large vehicles 5. Beautifying our
township.
New toilet block.
Water drainage Beautifying the town.
Better access for pedestrians and disabled
Aligning with the 'look' of the new V Hotel
Extra parking behind institute. Short stay
parking. Landscaping.
Increased parking for local businesses;
Reduced speed limit; Pedestrian crossings.
Clean and tidy layout.
Hopefully drainage problems will be cured.
Reducing the speed limit is welcomed
Better street trees; Better footpaths; New
toilet block, open lawn and picnic area.
I agree with the 40 zone between Penfield
and Gawler Road only as upon arrival into
the township 50 is already slow enough.
Support the installation of a toilet and
picnic seating in Institute Park
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General comments (unsupportive)
Not practical. What's the use of looking
good if the benefits are outweighed by
features?
Waste of money
Disturbance to existing shops
Go back to the drawing board and come up
with a concept that addresses the issues of
drainage, tree removal, safety, appearance
etc. while still retaining roadside car parking
for a lot less money so money can be spent
on footpaths etc on southern end of town
where it is needed.
Unfortunately our opinions will fall on deaf
ears once more.
I also believe that there are many more
issues that need to be addressed, including
the Councils level of debt, before the
money was spent on putting the powerlines
underground.
Send the money to the firies and the koala
colonies.
You messed up the south side of the road
and now you're doing the same to the
north side of Old Port Wakefield Road.



1&2 - this is not an upgrade 4 - what help
is this to traffic user? 6 - ?? 7 - ?? 9 - Maybe
OK 10 - ?? 11 - ?? 13 - big deal

What do you like about the concept?
 Not much. This should not be subject to
growth.
 Not a lot in my opinion. A well designed
brothel by so called experts as a blind
person could have drafted a better concept
and still seen how the town works and what
is needed and wanted for a lot less money
and just by listening by people who know.
 Nothing - too expensive.
 Nil.
 Nothing much. Most seems a waste of
money except for No. 14.
Is there anything you don’t like (and if so, why)?
 All.
 It won’t look like the pictures.
 Plenty - over the top and a waste of money
on a short section of road.
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7.0

Key areas of concern and design suggestions

7.1 Sheedy/Penfield Roads intersection
 The intersection on Lower Port Wakefield at
Penfield and Sheedy Rd certainly requires a
roundabout installed. The increased traffic
flow at the junction has become very busy
and with the increased population of the
town will only get worse. At this junction
you have vehicles wanting to turn left, right
and go straight on from both Sheedy and
Penfield road along with vehicles traveling
north and south along Lower Port Wakefield
Road. To add to the complexity, you also
have vehicles pulling out from the
Woolworths car park and the service station
which are only 10-15 metres from the
intersection.
This
thoroughfare
is
particularly busy during school start and
finish with many young children in the
vehicles. I fear it is only a matter of time
before someone is seriously injured.
 How about fixing Penfield Road while
you're at it? Very dangerous at times.
 Upgrade needed at Sheedy Road/ Penfield
Road intersection (20,21). Roundabout or
traffic lights needed.
 Penfield/Sheedy Road intersection you
have obstructed view of traffic in and out
of Virginia. A roundabout or traffic lights
are needed and intersection aligned with
both Sheedy and Penfield Roads.
 Penfield Road/Sheedy Road/Port Wakefield
Road
intersection
either
needs
lights/roundabout REALLY and move the
Port Wakefield Road entrance to
Woolworths car park.
 Failure to include an upgrade of the Old
Port Wakefield/ Sheedy/ Penfield Rd
intersection. There has been a significant
increase of traffic within the town and
many near misses occur here due to the
east-west travellers. I think consideration
of a potential roundabout here would be
advantageous. Also for many years the














ever growing boab trees that currently line
the main street impede on exit to the road
i.e. exiting the shopping complex these
trees create a dangerous blind spot and
hazard. This is prevalent at many sections of
entering traffic. On reading through the
attached document it would be nice to see
a proposal and/or image on what the street
will potentially look like.
There needs to be a roundabout on
Sheedy/Penfield to make safer
Minimal attention to the problem of Sheedy
Road/Penfield Rd/ Old Port Wakefield Rd
intersection or Park Rd/Brady St/Old Port
Wakefield Rd intersection. Fix the
dangerous cross roads then worry about
making the Main Street beautiful!
No
roundabout
Sheedy/Port
Wakefield/Penfield Roads - extremely
dangerous and confusing intersection.
It will take too long to wait for government.
Yes, the Sheedy/Penfield crossing is very
busy and desperately needs traffic
management in the form of light or a
roundabout. It seriously needs to be
addressed.
There is NO ROUNDABOUT at the
intersection of Sheedy Road and Penfield
road. I have witnessed, and also been part
of many close calls, at this intersection. As
the traffic load increases this intersection
becomes more confusing and more and
more dangerous.
I
certainly
hope Playford council are not waiting for a
fatality to occur before taking action!! Because it is only a matter of time.
Sheedy Road to Penfield Road needs
alignment also.
We need a roundabout at the junction of
Sheedy Road, Old Port Wakefield Road and
Penfield Road. Many close calls due to
people not giving way to people going
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straight from Sheedy into Penfield and vice
versa.
Sheedy Road/Penfield Road is extremely
dangerous and needs to be rectified sooner
than later.
Perhaps look at a roundabout on the corner
of Penfield Road/Old Port Wakefield
Road/Sheedy Road to avoid the current
confusion as to who gives way.
Change
Penfield/Sheedy/Old
Port
Wakefield Road intersection - dangerous
spot Move left turn into reserve from
Penfield onto Old Port Wakefield
Sheedy Road / Penfield Road - often
dangerous
intersection.
What
improvement are you making? Is it better
than the stupid white markers on Sheedy
that are hit every second day and are lying
flat - still no safety for pedestrians.
I like to have roundabout Penfield Road and
Sheedy Road.
Sheedy Road/Penfield Road intersection is
still a nightmare for motorists. Any
consideration for erecting a roundabout
here?
Please push State Government for upgrade
to Penfield/Sheedy intersection. Weekly
car accidents at site (desperately needs a
roundabout).
With the new Virginia Grove estate I
believe two things need to happen. 1.
Roundabout Sheedy/Old Port Wakefield/
Penfield intersection…
Roundabout constructed on corners of
Penfield Road, Sheedy Road and Old Port
Wakefield Road. There seems to be an
increase in accidents at this intersection.
We desperately need a better solution for
the Penfield/Sheedy Road intersection. I
have had a few near misses there. A
roundabout is the best solution in my
opinion.
As stated above, the most pressing change
to this draft would be the installation of
intersection management at Sheedy and





Penfield roads. i.e. A roundabout. Despite
an overwhelming community voice on this
matter it astounds me that it has been
omitted from the draft proposal. DO NOT
wait for a fatality to occur due to Playford
inaction.
Sheedy/Penfield intersection upgrade
works by State Government – can these be
brought forward?
I think there are safety issues that need
addressing in our local area before any
cosmetic improvements are done. The Old
Port Wakefield and Penfield Road
intersection is a nightmare at peak traffic
times. To prevent accident and injury a
roundabout should be a priority.

7.2 Car parking
 No angle parking - no reason to stop and
spend money in the town for people
passing through.
 There's no car parking room in the main
street. We will have more cars than EVER
once the new houses go up on Port
Wakefield Road.
 It appears there will be less on-street
parking particularly for trucks. It is very
difficult to manoeuvre a large truck in the
shopping centre so it's imperative to
accommodate for trucks who stop for a
quick lunch.
 Car parking at post office. A nice car park
6&7 would better serve as we have NO
post-delivery and must go to PO daily.
 I think angle parking for the short term
parking would be better to fit more spaces
and as there will be a new lane I don’t see it
being an issue reversing etc.
 The plan implies to me that the footpaths
will be widened to facilitate a shared bicycle
and pedestrian environment at the expense
of car parking in the street which, as the
population of the area increases will make it
more difficult to access the facilities one
hopes will come to the area.
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The removal of the current carpark at the
institute will again reduce car parking in the
area and I am sure that the car parking on
Phineas street will not even be close to
compensating for car parking lost
elsewhere.
The 4 metre wide paths are too wide –
reduce width to provide allowance for
wider parallel car parking bays that will be
safer for people getting into/out of parked
vehicles.
Concern regarding loss of on-street car
parking.
Concern regarding the re-location of the
Virginia Institute car parking to Phineas
Street. People accessing the medical
centre often park here.
Suggest that car parking should be
orientated east-west through the Institute
Park (adjacent to the fence line) as opposed
north-south along Phineas Street.
Leave parking on roadside Port Wakefield
Road outside shopping centre.
Question whether there is sufficient room
for the proposed indented car parking
along Phineas Street.
Keep the existing car park [at the Virginia
Institute] and would like to be expanded as
there is insufficient car parking for people
attending functions.

7.3 Traffic management and safety
 Aesthetically it would be a major
improvement to the township but basically
it would be better if all the obstructions
(traffic island) were eliminated to improve
the traffic flow, especially trucks.
 Park terrace intersection is very dangerous
- needs to be dramatically improved
 The space directly opposite No 20 needs to
be revised. Huge obstruction risk with the
current trees and parking space.
 Careful your plantings don't make it more
difficult to see up and down the road.
Need something to stop drivers doing turns













across unbroken lines along main road.
Very dangerous and illegal. I go to the PO
every day and people don't park correctly.
The main street needs to be a practical
accessible area for all forms of transport.
Maybe it would be a good idea to make the
section of road between Woolworths car
park and Sheedy Road a clearway - it's very
hard to see traffic coming along the road
when exiting the supermarket.
Please ensure that all the trees/shrubs
proposed do not block the view at any
intersection otherwise this would cause
danger or traffic hazards.
On street Car parking near the Woolworths
entry/exit to be reviewed, it is very difficult
to see what’s coming & you have to pull
out some way to see.
Remove the trees that block traffic vision
on Port Wakefield Road.
Trees on the corner of Sheedy Road/Old
Port Wakefield – blocking sight lines and
should be addressed now.
Car parked near corner of Sheedy Road/Old
Port Wakefield Road – blocking sight lines
and should be addressed now.

7.4 Shared cycle path with pedestrians
 Don't need cycle paths on footpath. There
are not enough cyclists in Virginia.
 No. 13 - I believe I have seen at least 4
pushbikes in Virginia in 40 years.
 Only thing I feel is No 13 - footpaths
widened for cycling - I had never seen a
cyclist in the township.
 Is there an actual bike lane or is it just the
shared path? Road cyclists will not use this
and if road narrower then they become a
hazard. Did you think to consult a cyclist
that uses Virginia Street regularly?
 I am confused by the bike lane as I don’t
see where you would go when you get to
the end. This is of absolutely no benefit to
my family in the original Virginia Grove.
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Concern regarding the potential need for
an on-road bicycle lane in the future –
provide room for this now and then it can
be added in later if/as required.

7.5 Road width
 The road will be too narrow.
 You are proposing to narrow the roadway
too much and off-setting Park Road is a big
mistake as this a country township and not
a neighbourhood town.
 I don't like that there is only one lane on
each side. I think this will be a problem in
the future because more people will live in
the area. This will cause traffic congestion
and danger to pedestrians. I suggest that
there be two lanes on each side.
 We hope you don't plan on taking any of
the road width to widen the footpath as
the road is just right and if narrowed will
cause issues getting in and out of the
shopping centre car park.
 I believe that the main road is narrow
enough now especially with the heavy
vehicles that travel on that road.
 If you are spending the money do it for the
farmer - don't narrow the roads.
7.6 Pedestrian environment
 Table top pedestrian crossing is unneeded.
More mid-way crossing stops on the main
road would be better. The aging
community here won't use the bridge.
 The fact that the path will be unsealed
north of the Gawler road. I don't
understand why it would remain in an
unsealed state with the rest being
upgraded.
 Footpaths to be dramatically improved so
it’s safer for children - ensuring the
footpaths aren’t right on the edge of the
road but allowing some buffer between the
road & the footpath. It’s a very busy road &
not safe for families walking with children.











Living in Virginia for more than 40 years the
flooding waters in the main street especially
by Virginia Medical Centre and corner of Old
Port Wakefield and Penfield Roads has been
a problem for the 40+ years. Especially by
VMC which is a danger for young and old
with or without walker or mobile scooter to
cross. We need a crossing allowing
pedestrians to cross the road without the
fear of being abused or the next road
statistic.
Prefer two pedestrian refuge crossings (as
per what is existing) instead of pedestrianpriority crossings proposed in the concept.
Concern that formalised crossing points will
make pedestrians susceptible to being fined
for jay walking.
Suggest moving the northern pedestrian
crossing south to align with the shopping
centre entrance.
Consider moving the bus stop further
north so it is closer to the shopping
centre entrance for easier convenience.

7.7 Character
 Urban not rural concept will hurt - town businesses and district - urban growth
south of town. Typical of an urban council
wanting to impose an urban mall type
street in a rural town.
 The concept on the drawing/paper looks
nice but not quite sure how it would blend
in with the background i.e. the businesses
and houses along this street/road.
 With your visuals try to include the history
of the town in a modern way.
7.8 40km speed limit
 Number 14 - the speed limit too slow.
Please keep at 50kph.
 The speed limit should be kept at 50kph.
 Reducing speed limit to 40kph - traffic is
already slow as it is. Everyone already
drives slower than 50kph. This will only
bottleneck the main road more.
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No need to drop the speed limit.
Don't like the 40kph idea. I think 50kph is
fine.
14 Do not reduce speed limit to 40kph –
STUPID.
I don't think speed should be reduced to
40kph. 50kph is sufficient - most drivers
don't even stick to 50kph as it is
unfortunately.
Personally I can see no benefit in reducing
the speed limit to 40kph and no need
unless the road is narrowed further
creating a safety issue.
Reduction of speed to 40 – leave as is too
many speed zones. 50 works well.
I think lowering the speed limit to 40kms
isn’t necessary, there are no houses directly
in contact with the road therefore it isn’t
required.

7.9 Trees/landscaping
 I still do prefer evergreen trees to
deciduous. Too much mess of leaves once
they drop - people slip on them when wet.
 I hope the selection of trees has been or is
being made to provide the aesthetics for
the main street. What comes to me is the
grandeur of first arriving at Hahndorf with
the trees symmetrically lined along the road
shielding the sky. I highly recommend
Jacaranda Trees (follow link to Burkes
Backyard). Of note, the current trees have
destroyed the paving and road, let's not
have a repeat.
 It looks like at No 7 you're planning to get
rid of pine trees. We certainly hope you
don't as they are a food source for some of
our native birds.
 Not a fan of replacing the trees as we love
the bottle trees. However if suitable trees
are picked that is fine.
 No mention of what species of trees to be
planted.


















Might be too many trees and road does not
look wide enough to accommodate them,
especially when fully grown.
After seeing many near miss accidents with
people driving out of Penfield Road and
turning right I wonder if the proposed trees
on the corner could block vision of traffic
coming along the main road.
I would also like to see plants/shrubs with a
pop of colour within the street, particularly
at both main street entries (areas 5 and 20)
Get copy of Memorial Park trees names…2
trees are missing on Phineas Street where
you have car park.
I am concerned about the trees that will be
selected for planting in the area. Even in the
new developments around Virginia trees
indigenous to the area do not appear to be
used. I am also concerned that the existing
trees near the institute will be removed and
they are about the only trees in the area
that attract native birdlife. I am bitterly
disappointed that more is not being done to
create an environment for native birds and I
am sure that the trees selected for the main
street, replacing the boab trees will be
selected for their aesthetically pleasing
appearance rather than anything else.
Get rid of the stupid trees that dig up the
paving.
Hope the existing boab trees are going to
be used somewhere else. It would be a
shame to destroy them.
Hope this time you use someone else for
the selection of native plants instead of the
very expensive and unsuitable trees that
were put in the main street.
Why do it like it is in the pictures you tried
to do the peachy belt all brush and
Australian plants then thought crap this is
costing too much to maintain rip it all up
and put grass in it instead costing tax payers
how much took you 3 times in parts to do
the peachy belt. Then the brush and
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plants you left you have just let die and get
full of weeds and don’t maintain it so as I
said yes show pictures but show them what
they really will be getting go take pictures of
the peachy belt and see if it’s such great
viewing then. Don’t promise what you
won’t deliver don’t say hey look we will do
this if you don’t keep it looking like that and
waste money of so many tax payers in a
council that loves tax payers cash.
Long as it all is kept up and not left for
weeds to grow like Virginia Grove.

7.10 Virginia Institute Park upgrade
 Play space near Penfield Road is so close to
the road. I think it should be moved away
from the main road & be a fenced in area
for safety if children.
 Reduction of the Virginia Institute. The
Virginia Institute is a family friendly hall for
hire as the large fenced area is great for
kids. My concern is that 1. Reducing the size
is going to reduce the amount of interest
for hire. 2. The playspace needs to be
completely fenced in with trucks, trains and
farming equipment driven on the main
street it's not safe to have an open play
space.
 Both playscapes 18 will require shading
(health and safety) i.e. shade cloth as is
currently part of the playground near the
oval/school north of the town. Without
shading the playscapes will seldom get any
use, particularly in summer when Virginia
becomes an oven. I hope you take into
consideration
some
of
my
suggestions/concerns.
 Include a sail or shaded areas over the play
area. Think outside of the box...there are
plenty of playgrounds in Virginia grove so
give it something different. For future
projects would love a community garden...
 There has been some community feedback
seeking a skate park and dog park in the
Virginia Institute Park.








Prefer only one playspace at the southern
end with fencing.
BBQs are not required as they are often left
dirty.
Relocate the Lions benches e.g. within the
fenced Institute area.
Confirm that the memorial trees were
planted primarily along Phineas Street
although most are now gone. If the
remaining memorial trees dies, support
them being replanted.
Happy with the existing
acknowledgment/memorial but would
welcome the inclusion of the soldiers
names who had a tree planted in their
honour.

7.11 Stormwater
 Taking too long to sort out the drainage
issues.
 No point to any of it if the water problem
still is not going to be taken care of. Where's
the effluent being directed? Not into the
aquifers I hope!! I'd like an answer to this
question too.
 Flooding at corner of Sheedy and Old Port
Wakefield a real pain.
7.12






Gawler Road entry statement and
car park
Don't understand the new access points for
private land. How does this benefit anybody
but the people that own the private land? I
hope Playford Council isn't investing too
much funds on this particular upgrade.
I do not see any benefit in having an entry
statement on the junction with Gawler
Road.
I also think money could be spend
elsewhere rather than an entry feature.
Everyone knows nobody cares what the
sign looks like.
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7.13 Oval entrance
 The entrance to the oval at (1) - the road
leading into the oval is very narrow. Is it
possible to make this road wider to enable
two-way traffic?
 Enhance the oval entrance and include
signage for the public toilets and playspace.
 Concern that if the entrance is widened to
allow for cars existing and entering at the
same time it will encourage more people to
use the oval as a thoroughfare and create
congestion at school drop off/pick up times.
7.14 Timing
 The time it's taken you to get to this point.
 The timing - it should have been started well
before now. We pay enough rates and parts
of Virginia are like a third world country and
yet we have so many young families moving
here. More has to be spent here (less in say
Munno Para, Elizabeth, etc.).
 HURRY UP!! Stop changing the start time
e.g. end of 2019 we were told Mar-Jun
2020 but now that it's 2020 we are being
told late 2020/early 2021. Not good
enough!
 Get on with it!
 The whole process has taken far too long to
get going.
7.15 Expand extent of the upgrade
 We disagree with the changes stopping at
the oval. We would strongly request the
changes be extended to the end of the road
 Don't like the idea of only a short stretch of
road being upgraded. Old Port Wakefield
Road is in a very bad state all the way.
 It doesn't go down the whole main street.
We have a small business just past Penfield
Road and people walk all the way through
to Mitre 10! Young and old. Would be nice
to be included in the town. Two elderly
ladies have fallen on the path.

















Not enough footpaths. Footpaths on Old Pt
Wakefield Rd should go all the way from
Arbequina Rd to Sheedy Rd (fixing up the
dangerous portion already there, closer to
Sheedy Rd).
I think it’s all okay but future upgrades will
need to be made like the turn off from
Sheedy Rd to Old Port Wakefield with
proper footpaths along Sheedy Rd.
A footpath from Sheedy Road to Arbequina
Road is overdue. It's bordering on
dangerous for people with prams who have
to walk on the road.
It would be good to widen the road also with
upgrade running up to Angle Vale Road
towards the north and Port Wakefield Road
to the south.
Old Port Wakefield Road is in major need of
an upgrade. The upgrade of road and drains
should extend to Angle Vale Road at least.
Whole road to be widened with new
drainage traps.
I still believe the Council needs to improve
the road north of the oval and south of
Penfield Road to make it a nice drive into
the actual township.
Footpath from Arbequina to Sheedy so we
do not have to walk on the road.
It is very important for funding to be
extended to provide a wide, sealed
footpath from the Virginia grove estate on
old port Wakefield road to this new
development. You can’t walk safely with
children to the shops or school on the
current footpath. Footpaths are too
rocky/undulated, trees are not maintained
and block access (at some points I can’t even
get the pram around the trees) and paths
are too close to main road (I walk right on
the edge so my children are further from the
road and I’m anxious the whole way as I’m
so close to the cars/trucks).
PLEASE PLEASE improve our access and
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services we are a fast growing town with a
large number of children in the area.
With the new Virginia Grove estate I
believe two things need to happen…Seal
end of Sheedy to Port Wakefield Roads
(200m approx.).
I moved into Virginia Grove when the
second release of blocks were made
available and have been living here for over
ten years. In all that time, there has been no
upgrade to the non-existent paths leading
into Virginia from this estate on Old Port
Wakefield Road. It makes walking on this
area, particularly in the winter, impossible
because it is mainly muddy and uneven. You
find yourself walking on the





main street and this is not safe for
pedestrians, especially if they do not have
high-vis clothing to wear! Imagine if you are
a young mother, with no motor vehicle at
your disposal, walking with a pram would
be almost impossible.
I live on Arbequina Rd at the entrance and
cannot walk to Virginia via a footpath. My
rates are $2532 per year and I don’t even
use sewerage. It seems the focus is on the
newer development. My family deserve to
have the option to walk to the town centre
or school too.
Please can we also have a proper road
going from Sheedy to Pt Wakefield.
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Upgrades desired elsewhere
Also the Penfield and King Roads
intersection needs urgent attention to
minimise accidents causing death and
injury. Road safety should be Council's
priority before wasting ratepayers' money
on glossing things up.
I feel the money could go towards the
stormwater issues throughout Virginia and
the upgrading of back roads e.g. Odgers
Road.
It is a great place to live but we need a dog
park. We live in the new estate and would
love one there.
Sheedy Road and Odgers Road need to be
widened. There is so much more traffic on
these roads with the new developments.
Odgers Road is now probably used more
than Sheedy road as the V hotel and
Woolies back road. It's dangerous for two
vehicles and when kids walk to school.
Something needs to happen before an
accident occurs.
I think there should be an area where
Virginia can hold Anzac Day dawn services
as we need to travel to Two Wells or other
venues. This has to be one of the most
disappointing things about Virginia - please
utilise the metal frames of the soldiers
somewhere in Virginia.
The addition of street lighting along the
whole of Old Port Wakefield Road would be
greatly beneficial. There are major concerns
along this road which should be addressed,
including flooding.
Upgrading existing roads is fine. We have
lived here for over 19 years. We have paid
our council rates and registration for 5 cars
for 19 years. Yet we still don't have a sealed
road to drive on. Our rainwater is polluted
with dust. SEALING BUCKLAND

















ROAD IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN THIS.
OUR HEALTH IS ON THE LINE.
The main street will look great, however
the entrance to Virginia from Port
Wakefield Road needs major attention. It
looks very trashy, not very inviting for
people to come into township.
Waste of money. Fix the river banks to
prevent future flooding!!!
Can we get Supple Road at the end of
Sheedy Road sealed? It's currently gravel.
Fix main road drains north and south of
Virginia first.
Fix road drains north and south Virginia
Fix road drains north and south Virginia
The end of Sheedy Road where it meets with
the dirt section leading onto Port Wakefield
Road requires bitumen as a lot of vehicles
are using this due to all the new houses.
Top end of Sheedy Road - access to Port
Wakefield Road needs bitumen.
It gets very busy on these roads and also
upgrade of all Penfield Road because this
road is main road and for many years it
hasn't been touched and it needs to be
widened for bikes. One day there's going
to be accident - too many trucks.
Make Penfield Road. Widen the road - too
many people walking and bikes on the
road. Very narrow road and too many
trucks. Penfield Road needs upgrade and
some lights would be good on Penfield
Road towards Virginia, 200-300 metres
before entering Virginia.
The main roads leading into Virginia are a
disgrace. Flooding on south entry (been so
for years). Penfield Road also carries water
when it rains (both ends).
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Other matters
Fire preventions especially the market
gardens - places that are so dirty/full of
rubbish and dried grasses making the
community of Virginia high fire risk and
downgrading the area. Compulsory cleaning
of own areas and impose penalty if not
cleaned. Thank you.
I think they should build a decent shopping
centre because I have to travel to Munno
Para or Elizabeth. Also improve on public
transport.
I think spending so much money on a main
street is a waste of money because we
need more buses coming into Virginia. A
train station would be great.
And while you're at it CLEAN UP THE
SHOPPING CENTRE!!! The rubbish, cigarette
butts left discarded on the ground.
Southern entrance to Virginia, Old Port
Wakefield Road - some properties need to
be tidied or fenced off as they are an
eyesore
I believe that demolishing the market
gardens around the town should be
considered because it can cause residents
health problems due to the chemicals and
materials used to maintain the market
garden.
Police should have a presence to keep the
speeding through at a safe level.
That we will be getting sewer in the town
I like the town is getting sewer.
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VIRGINIA MAIN STREET UPGRADE

HAVE YOUR SAY ON THE
DRAFT CONCEPT!
The City of Playford is planning to
upgrade the Virginia Main Street.

We consulted with the community
in 2019 and a draft concept has
now been developed that responds
to the feedback received. An
overview of the draft concept is
provided on the back of this flyer.
More details are available at
playford.engagementhub.com.au

Some of the key features include:
• Improved safety by providing
4m wide shared pedestrian and
cycle paths, priority pedestrian
crossings, and narrowing of the
road to reduce traffic speed.
• Implementation of stormwater
infrastructure.
• Removal and relocation of existing
Bottle trees and replacement with
a suitable native species, with

deciduous trees used to highlight
pedestrian crossings.
• On-street car parking and provision
for disability and long-vehicle
parking.
• Development of the Virginia
Institute Park into a community and
visitor destination.
• Entry statements in aged metal
to reflect the local horticultural
character.

Tell us what you think
Your feedback must be received no later
than COB Friday 21 February.
• Visit us in person at Virginia Shopping
Centre, Old Port Wakefield Road
(Thursday 13 February 4 – 6pm or
Saturday 15 February 12 - 2pm.

• Mail us the enclosed feedback form or complete an online
feedback form at playford.engagementhub.com.au
• Email your feedback to
virginiamainstreet@playford.sa.gov.au
• Write to ‘Virginia Main Street Upgrade’ 12 Bishopstone
Road, Davoren Park, 5113.

Next Steps
Once feedback is received, the draft concept
may be updated and once finalised will form
the basis of the next detailed design and
engineering phase. Construction may be
completed in stages and is subject to funding.

More information

Visit the project page at
playford.engagementhub.com.au or
call Customer Service on 8256 0333.

Initial works are expected to commence in early 2021 following
the undergrounding of the power lines by SA Power Networks
(expected to commence in March 2020). More information
about the undergrounding will be communicated as soon as it is
available.

Chat with us in person at Virginia Shopping
Centre, Old Port Wakefield Road
Thursday 13 February (4–6pm) or
Saturday 15 February (12–2pm)

VIRGINIA MAIN STREET CONCEPT

1

MAIN STREET CONCEPT

1 Upgrade entrance to oval with kerb build-out and
landscaping

2 Tree planting, landscaping and stormwater infrastructure

2

along both sides of the street

3 Upgraded verge treatments north of Gawler Road to

3

manage stormwater with kerbing, unsealed path and
plantings

4 Modified junction alignments
5 Gawler Road entrance statement to increase the sense
of arrival to the mainstreet

6 New access points to private land
7 Short stay parking (large vehicles) with access to the

4

post office

GAWLER ROAD

5

8 ‘Continuous footpath’ treatment to increase pedestrian

6

visibility

7

9 Adjustment of Park Terrace intersection to increase
junction stagger

10 Accessible parking with rollover kerb and flush paving

6

PARK TERRACE

11 Table-top pedestrian crossing at key crossing points

9
8

11

12 Upgrade entrance to private property to enable

BRADY ROAD

development of pedestrian crossing

13 Footpaths widened to four meter to create shared

12

pedestrian and cycling environment

14 Reduction of speed limit through the main street to
40km/h

15 Reduction of Virginia Institute fenced area to increase
size of the park area

14

13

16 New toilet block with accessible cubicles
17 Indented parking to Phineas Street with pull-in bay for

13

large vehicles (replaces existing Institute car park)

11

18 Playspaces

15
16

18

22 Landscaping (to occur following upgrade of intersection)

PE

NF

22

20 Entrance feature using aged metal
based on rate of growth)

20
21

17

21 Upgrade of intersection by State Government (timing

19

SHEEDY ROAD

19 Open lawn and picnic area

IE

LD

18
RO

AD

VIRGINIA MAIN STREET UPGRADE

FEEDBACK

NEXT CHANCE TO HAVE YOUR SAY!
The draft concept can be viewed on Council’s Engagement Hub at playford.engagementhub.com.au
All feedback must be received by Council by COB Friday 21 February 2020.
Feedback can also be provided via an online feedback form on the Engagement Hub or by emailing
virginiamainstreet@playford.sa.gov.au or mail to ‘Virginia Main Street Upgrade’ 12 Bishopstone
Road, Davoren Park, SA 5113.

1. Do you support the proposed concept? Please circle the most applicable.
Yes, love it!

Mostly yes

Unsure/Neutral

2. What do you like about the concept?

3. Is there anything that you don’t like (and if so, why)?

4. Do you have any other comments?

Thank you for your feedback!

I have some concerns

Not at all

Attachment B – Feedback from Shopping Centre Displays
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VIRGINIA MAIN STREET CONCEPT DESIGN

COMMUNITY
FEEDBACK FROM
FACE-TO-FACE
DISCUSSIONS

VIRGINIA MAIN STREET CONCEPT DESIGN: COMMUNITY FEEDBACK TO FACE-TO-FACE DISCUSSIONS DRAFT

APPROACH
Two pop-up engagement sessions were
carried out at Virginia Shopping Centre,
one of the busiest locations in Virginia, to
obtain feedback from the local community
on the draft concept design for Virginia
Main Street. The design was developed by a
partnership team of Intermethod and WAX in
collaboration with Council and the community,
and was based on extensive community
engagement carried out in August and
September 2019.
The pop-up set up included the City of
Playford banner and five A2 posters providing
plan view, design details and photomontages
for the proposed Main Street design.

All comments received are included in this
engagement paper.

RESPONDENT
NUMBERS

Pop-up engagement sessions were conducted
on:
• Thursday 13 February 2020, 4 pm to 6 pm
and
• Saturday 15 February 2020, 12 noon to 2 pm.

Many people who viewed the design display
were happy with the proposal and chose not to
speak with the facilitators. It is estimated that
more people did not engage in a discussion than
those who did.

During these times, two Consultant team
members (from Intermethod and WAX)
engaged with shoppers in the Virginia
Shopping Centre inviting them to consider the
Main Street redesign proposal with a request
to provide feedback.

All of the people who engaged with facilitators
lived in Virginia, Two Wells or Lewiston, and were
frequent visitors to Virginia. It is estimated that
20% to 30% were aware of the design project
and even a smaller proportion took part in the
earlier round of engagement activities.

The following discussion prompts were used:
• Are you supportive of the design?
• What do you like about the design?
• What do you dislike about the design?
• What further design suggestions do you
have?

27 people provided feedback on Thursday 13
February and 24 – on Saturday 15 February.

Respondents’ age group (estimated) and
gender were recorded.
On Thursday 13 February 2020, Mayor Glenn
Docherty and Councillor Peter Rentoulis
attended the pop-up engagement session,
and spoke with the community. Also, on
Thursday 13 February 2020, Council’s Project
Manager (Sara Hobbs) attended and had
discussions with the community.
2

The pop-up discussions:
• Created presence/awareness of the
engagement in the public domain
• Generated genuine and fast responses from
a broad range of typical users
• Gathered comments and feedback that will
be used to make design revisions
• Provided an opportunity for Councillor
involvement.

Gender

60+

people
viewed
the design
proposal
without
providing
feedback
(estimate)

110+

people viewed
the design
proposal

51

people
provided
feedback on
the design
proposal
Engaged

View
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RESPONDENT PROFILE
GENDER

Gender
More males were interviewed (59%) than
females (41%) during the pop-up sessions.
There were visibly more males in the shopping
centre (especially during the weekday pop-up
session) than females.

41%
59%

Female
Male

Age group
AGE GROUP
39%

Respondents of all age groups were represented
in the pop-up discussions. People in their 60s
were the dominant age group, 39% of all
respondents.
18%

18%

18%

4%

2%
20s
30s
Age group

40s

50s

60s

70+
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1. SUPPORT FOR THE DESIGN
QUESTION ASKED: Are you supportive of the design?

SUPPORT
2% FOR THE DESIGN

12%

UNSURE/NEUTRAL

Mostly yes

86%
YES, LOVE IT!
Yes, love it!
Mostly yes
Unsure/neutral

98%

of the community members who provided engagement feedback were supportive or
mostly supportive of the design proposal.

2%

4

of the respondents were unsure or had a neutral position.
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2. LIKED ELEMENTS
QUESTION ASKED: What do you like about the design?

43

people provided comments, which are listed below.

GENERAL COMMENTS OF SUPPORT
• Absolutely awesome.
• Addressed all issues.
• Anything is better than what we have here
now.
• Big improvement.
• Good ideas that will result in real
improvements.
• Good ideas.
• Great. It’s about time.
• Happy with the plan.
• Hurry up and get this done.
• I love it. It is what Virginia needs.
• It looks excellent and I am on board with it
all.
• It looks very new and fresh, excited!
• It’s about time for this redesign.
• It’s fantastic. Like the design.
• Looks good.
• Looks good.
• Looks great.
• The redesign is much needed by the
community.
• Main Street redesign is a very good idea.
Thank you for investing the money in
Virginia.
• It is all terrific.
• Supportive of the design.
• Supportive of the masterplan.
• Supportive of the masterplan.
• Supportive. Good to see that lots of
comments raised by the community have
been addressed through the design process.
• The design is great. The community has
been waiting a long time for this.
• The design is pretty basic, but is lovely.
• The design is pretty good actually. The

•
•
•
•
•
•

design looks good.
The place is a dump at the moment. It will be
great to see the change. It is much needed.
Upgrade is much needed and I am supportive
of it all.
Upgrade is really good for the area and the
community.
Very nice.
Very supportive of the design proposal.
We like it.

SPECIFIC FEATURES LIKED
• Better intersection at Brady Street and
drainage improvements.
• Crossing points, particularly at the Medical
Centre.
• Good to see the upgrade of the area around
the post office.
• It is good that boabs will be relocated, it
would be a shame to waste them.
• Like the post office area and the park.
• Really like the new crossing, it will make it
safer. Slowing the traffic to 40 km/h.
• Love the kerb build outs, WSUD and
stormwater upgrade.
• Native trees. Also like the reduced speed
limit.
• New trees are much needed.
• New trees are much appreciated.
• Open space will be great for children.
• Raised crossing. Nice to see progress.
• Raised pedestrian crossing table.
• Supportive especially of pushing back car
parking further away from the intersections.
• Supportive of relocating boab trees.
Supportive of the new facilities at the park.
• Toilets in the Main Street will be good.
5
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4. DISLIKED ELEMENTS
QUESTION ASKED: What do you dislike about the design?

4

people provided comments, which are listed below.

• Eucalyptus trees.
• Should have extended the redesign to
Virginia Grove.
• There are issues with planting native trees,
selection of right trees is important.
• Native grasses.
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5. DESIGN SUGGESTIONS
QUESTION ASKED: What further design suggestions to you have?

31

people provided design suggestions, which are listed below.

CAR PARKING
• Ensure that parking for larger vehicles is
available.
• Ensure the design includes loading zones
and opportunities for parking large vehicles.
• Concerned about narrow width of the
street, which impacts on parking. Consider
loss of parking.
• Concerned over the loss of parking.

CHARACTER
• Don’t make it too ‘’yuppie”.

DRIVER BEHAVIOUR
• Stop the hoon driving.

EXTENT OF THE UPGRADE
• Extend redesign to Virginia Grove.
• Consider a blind spot for pedestrians
crossing at Mitre 10.
• Important to install a footpath from the
caravan park to the Main Street.

FOOTPATHS
• Ensure the footpaths are wide enough for
families to walk along.
• Consider paving maintenance: selection
of paving is important. Consider instead
poured concrete stamped pavers.

LANDSCAPING
• Avoid native grasses. Consider reliable
landscape plants. Including exotic species.
Consider roses for ground cover. Upgrade
landscape areas around Woolworths. Plant
more street trees to side roads. Use recycled
water to irrigate new landscaping.

LOCAL ECONOMY
• Promote local businesses.

MAINTENANCE OF PRIVATE PROPERTIES
• Concerned with fire danger from old glass
house and rubbish.

OPEN SPACE
• It would be great to have a water park for the
kids in the Institute Park.
• Need a dog park here.

OVAL ROAD EXIT
• Exit out of the Oval - the road needs to be
widened so that two vehicles can exist at the
same time. During school runs, it gets very
congested at this point.

PARK ROAD/BRADY STREET
INTERSECTION
• Disallow right turn out of Brady Street,
making it left only. This will address safety
risks at this intersection.

ROAD SECTION BETWEEN PORT
WAKEFIELD ROAD AND MAIN STREET
• The road between the Main Street and Port
Wakefield Road is not well lit at night and
needs to be improved at the same time.
• The road between Port Wakefield Road and
Main Street also needs to be redeveloped.

ROAD WIDTH
• Consider big vehicle movements, which are
the lifeblood of Virginia.
• There is no need to narrow down the road, as
it will impact on semi trailers.
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SHEEDY ROAD
• Sheedy Road is being constantly graded
by Council at great expense, yet is still
not suitable for bikes and motorcycles.
Residents want Sheedy Road bituminised
and have delivered a signed petition to the
Council in the recent past. Please include
Sheedy Road surfacing works as part of this
project.
• Sheedy Road desperately needs to be
bituminised.
• Lower Sheedy Road speed limit to 50 km/h
to make it safer.

SHEEDY ROAD/PENFIELD ROAD
INTERSECTION
• Sheedy Road/Penfield Road intersection
needs to be signalised at the time of these
redesign works.
• Important to sort the intersection; consider
a roundabout.
• Sheedy Road needs to be signalised now.
• Sheedy Road signals are needed.
• Improve intersection.
• Need to signalise Sheedy Road at the same
time as these works.
• Need to signalise Sheedy Road.

STORMWATER
• Consider pumping to improve drainage.
• Need to sort out services and drainage.
• Stormwater storage is important.

STREET ART
• Flag poles and insignia wall.

TRAFFIC CALMING
• Improve crossings and slow down traffic.
• Need to reduce speed limit to 25 km/h
between Gawler Rd and Penfield Rd.
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TREES
• Doubt that the bottle trees can be replanted,
just start anew. Consider planting European
trees, which are flowering. Consider mulberry
trees - they are the best at absorbing carbon,
but fruit maybe a problem.
• Ensure that trees can handle strong local
winds. Gum trees might snap.
• Maintain ash trees.
• Tree selection is important.
• Consider carefully tree selection.

VIRGINIA SHOPPING CENTRE
• The Virginia Shopping Centre itself is a major
let down, it looks very shabby with not much
to offer.

VISIBILITY/SIGHT LINES
• Make sure visibility of/for the trucks is
maintained. Check forward visibility.

